COMPASSIONATE IBAV1
rolling up sails. A small dinghy shot across our bows; her oars
creaked in the rowlocks. That was our pleasant little inn on the
quay over there; we had not far to go for our supper presently.
Friendly water-fowl plopped and ducked and skidded their wings
along the surface. Sight faded to sound . ,.
And my companion laughed and said: "You'll never be so
happy again, Gladys!"
I wonder if he was right ? It depends on what we mean by-
happiness, and what we need for it. Jane Austen in "Emma
speaks of "Mrs. Elton in all her apparatus of happiness"; her
"apparatus" consisted of a large rustic bonnet and a basket for
gathering strawberries; modest enough, really, but the sentence
goes on: "Mrs. Elton was very ready to lead the way in gathering,
accepting or talking." So we may suppose that that, too, was
part of her apparatus. I almost said that true happiness needs no
apparatus, but already I myself seem to have collecteid a sailing-boat,
a Norfolk Broad, the right company, wind, sun, perfect health
and a bag of whiteheart cherries, with the certainty of a cool drink
presently at the inn just across the river.
No need for worry anywhere. And above all, to-morrow would
be a continuation of to-day.
Yes, continuity must be an essential of happiness; and confidence
that while we plan we do not plan defiantly on the perilous rim
of catastrophe. If to-day were happiness but we knew to-morrow
to. be the end of happiness, it would be too sharply mixed widi
pain and suspense. Happiness, when nowadays we think of it far
down and behind the arches of the last few years, may be, I believe,
quite easily,, quite simply defined as normality in a normal world.
I am not sure^ Let me run through any twenty-four hours
of life when it was going well* about six or seven years ago; in
my own home in London, doing my usual things; and see whether
it does indeed look like happiness, and why.
A Saturday morning towards the end of April. I am woken
with the letters and a tall glass of orange-juice. An amusing mail:
news of a friend arrived in London whom I had not expected so
soon; a larger cheque than reasonably anticipated; a book I had
keenly desired to read; a letter from an unknown correspondent
who had understood what I had meant in a recently published
article, understood even more than I had put down... Appreciation
does matter, after all, though one may pretend occasionally that
one only writes for the moon and Barclays Bank and posterity and
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